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PROGRAMMING PHASE FOLLOWING THE MASTER PLAN
After the completion of the Master Plan, a separate detailed

Some key changes to the Master Plan’s program

programming phase was undertaken by Penn State and

assumptions include:

Payette to better understand the programmatic needs and
vision for Phase 1 (West 1, West 2 and Sackett) with more

•

General purpose classroom space need has been
reduced across the West and Core Campuses

detail and specificity than the high level programming the
Master Plan process achieved.

•

The findings from this detailed programming process

•

Office and administrative space needs have been
reduced across the West and Core Campuses

are documented in the “April 2019, Phase 1 Programming
Report”; and modify some of the programming assumptions
made in the development of the Master Plan. Footnotes

Learning Factory and Fame Lab will be part of
West 2 Building

•

Additional swing space is not needed at the end
of Phase 1

have been added to the Master Plan document in instances
where the Master Plan programming has been superseded
by the detailed programming document findings. The
“April 2019, Phase 1 Programming Report”; was published
under a separate cover. It is recommended that at the start
of Phase 2, a Programming Study should be undertaken,
similar to the Phase 1 programming process, to re-align the
programming for the Phase 2 buildings with the final design
and programming of the Phase 1 buildings and strategic
direction that came up as part of the report.
Chapter 5 uses the programmatic growth projections to
construct a test case for how programs could occupy
the new building and renovated buildings in Phase 1 and
Phase 2. These projections were understood to be rough
order of magnitude allowing the project team to develop
building profiles that could be used during the master
planning process to develop rough order of magnitude EUI
projections, engineering requirements and cost estimates.
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